Winegrower's Recommendation

"FINE WINES FROM FRANCONIA" – that's what DIVINO has represented for over
three generations. It all started in the 1950s: Just in time with the economic boom,
DIVINO has emerged as a winegrower cooperative of Franconian Nordheim on
Main. Thus, DIVINO was the pioneer for Franconian quality wine production. After
joining the Thüngersheim cooperative in 2012, DIVINO is now the second largest
winery in the region.
DIVINO is a community that lives on the enthusiasm for Franconian wines. In order
to pass on this enthusiasm, the team combines tried and tested methods with
modern approaches. Year after year, the winegrower cooperative learns anew from
climate, nature and terroir and adapts its cultivation rules accordingly. However,
this never changes:
The wines derive from the best Franconian locations – including Escherndorfer
Lump, Thüngersheimer Johannisberg, Nordheimer Vögelein and Retzbacher
Benediktusberg.

DIVINO – a wine cooperative with heart and soul!
2020 FRANCONIA Bacchus Kabinett – off-dry Wonderfully fruity and fragrant, the Bacchus allures with aromas of crisp apples, juicy lemons, limes
and the typically spicy scent of elderflowers. Then, on the palate, it is incredibly animating with a
wonderful play of a catchy minerality, a frisky acidity and a savoury sweetness.

0,2 l: 4,50 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 10,50 €

0,75 l: 16,00 €

2019 FRANCONIA Franken Riesling – dry The nose reflects the slightly fruity, riesling-typical aroma of fresh citrus fruits and yellow stone
fruit, accompanied by fine mineral notes. Lean and animating on the palate, with a moderate acid, an
alluring charm and a beautiful reverberation.

0,2 l: 3,60 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 8,50 €

2020 FRANCONIA Scheurebe Spätlese – semi-sweet A real embodiment for this fruity vine variety with a strong-fruity aroma of peach, pineapple, lychee
and sweet citrus fruit, accompanied by fine flinty notes. Mouth-filling on the palate and with a
beautiful body, a stimulating acid and a great mineral grip.

0,2 l: 6,40 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 15,00 €

0,75 l: 22,00 €

2019 FRANCONIA Rieslaner Spätlese – semi-sweet In the nose developing an alluring fruity scent of pink grapefruit and maracuja, accompanied by fine
mineral notes. On the palate incredibly juicy and harmonious with fantastic play of sweetness and
acidity. The typical saltiness of the Nordheimer Vögelein provides for an exciting, mineral finish.

0,2 l:

6,40 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 15,00 €

0,75 l: 22,00 €

2018 DIVINO Großes Gewächs white burgundy - dry In the nose with an expressive scent of ripe citrus fruits, green apples, white currants, rhubarb and
pineapple, accompanied by cool-aerial notes. On the palate with an impressive structure and a
wonderful balance, framed by a caressing creaminess and finally a fantastic, very mineral finish.
Awarded with 4 grapes by Gault&Millau 2021

0,1 l: 5,00 €

0,2 l: 9,50 €

0,75 l: 32,00 €

2020 FRANCONIA Kerner Cabinet – off-dry In the nose with a strong exotic aroma of green banana, lychee, Apple and peach, as well as dry
citrus accents. On the palate wonderfully juicy and crisp, with a nice mineral grip, an alluring but not
intrusive sweetness and an invigorating acid.

0,2 l: 4,50 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 10,50 €

0,75 l: 16,00 €

2018 DIVINO Terroir Escherndorfer Fürstenberg pinot noir – dry In the nose with rich berry and cherry fruits, lapped around by finely spicy pepper and wood notes.
Very elegant on the palate with a perfectly integrated acid and a very tender tannin framing.

0,2 l: 6,70 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 15,50 €

0,75 l: 23,50 €

2020 JUVENTA Domina – dry In the nose with an expressive and alluring fruity scent of juicy black berries, cherries and plums.
On the palate with a wonderful, mouth-filling structure, a mild acid and strong but still mellow soft
tannins.

0,2 l: 4,40 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 10,50 €

0,75 l: 15,50 €

2020 JUVENTA Merlot Pfalz – dry Likewise, the Pfalz colleagues know how to deal with this great grape variety: fruity in the nose and
fine-aromatic with flavours of sweet cherries and cassis, accompanied by fine notes of violets, some
red paprika and black pepper. On the palate silky-soft and with a round body, mild acid, delicate
tannin and a matchlessly good drinking flow.

0,2 l: 4,40 €

0,5 l - Karaffe: 10,50 €

0,75 l: 15,50 €

